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particular focus on examples from spoken Finnish reflecting current
usage
grammatical phenomena classified as common or rare
appendices identifying stems and sequences of endings
English-Finnish contrasts highlighted throughout.

Finnish: A Comprehensive Grammar is an essential reference for the
intermediate and advanced learner and user of Finnish.
Fred Karlsson is Adjunct Professor of Finnish at the University of Helsinki,
Finland.
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The book moves from the sound system through morphology and word
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Finnish: A Comprehensive Grammar presents a fresh, accessible and
thorough description of the language, concentrating on the real patterns of
use in modern Finnish.
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Introduction to the finnish language. Finnish is a member of the Finno-Ugric family of languages, unlike most of the other languages
spoken in Europe. Therefore, its structure and vocabulary are very different from the Indo-European languages. Do not try to compare
Finnish with your mother tongue (unless it happens to be Estonian, which is closely related to Finnish) Instead, empty your mind and
take Finnish as it comes â€“ a different but an exciting language! Welcome to study Finnish! NO ARTICLES. This page offers free
lessons in learning Finnish such as Adjectives Adverbs Articles Feminine Negation Nouns Numbers Phrases Plural Prepositions
Pronouns Questions Verbs and Vocabulary also called Suomi.Â Learn Finnish. If you're trying to learn Finnish which is also called
Suomi, check our courses about adjectives, adverbs, articles, gender (feminine, masculine...), negation, nouns, numbers, phrases,
plural, prepositions, pronouns, questions, verbs, vocabulary, excercises to help you with your Finnish grammar.

